Romance: Destined For The Cowboy: Cowboy Romance (Western
Romance, Rancher Romance, Cowboy) (Ranch Mates Book 8)

Beauty In Trouble + Incredibly Sexy And
Mysterious Cowboy + A Tragedy That
Changes It All = Hot And Healing Cowboy
Romance!
After years of misery,
Madelyns life is about to become
everything she has never allowed herself to
hope for. Looking at the mirror, the young
and beautiful bride cant help but smile big.
Mr. Blake Downing is all a woman could
ask for in a man. A kind gentleman, a
sweet lover, and above all, Madelyns very
own knight in shining armor. Just when
the naive damsel starts believing that the
reality of her married life is even more
beautiful than the fairy tale shed imagined,
a single night changes it all forever If
losing everything wasnt enough to make
her give up on this happy-ever-after,
Madelyn is further shattered when she
faces humiliation and rejection from the
only hope left: her family and friends in the
town shed grown to love. Felix Husdon, is
one wealthy rancher, who seems to have no
sympathy for anyone, even if its a young
woman as vulnerable as Madelyn. Life has
taught this tough cowboy a few important
lessons, and never trusting women is one of
them. Inarguably hot and irresistibly sexy,
Felix knows what effects his good looks
have on women. Perhaps, this explains why
the wealthy rancher always finds way to
blame beautiful faces for all the wrongs in
the world. So, when fate chooses this
spirited young woman from a small town
as his secretary, the cold and reserved boss
will have a tough time resisting to open the
closed doors to his heart again.
Sure,
Madelyn is his distractingly beautiful
secretary but shes also the first woman to
get away with an insult by saying
something flattering. Will Madelyn give
love another chance, especially when shes
already vowed to never trust or love a man
again? Its only a matter of time when
Madelyn finds out what life has in store for
her this time. Is Felix Hudson the man to
complete her happy-ever-after? Or, will
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demons from her past ruin it all over again?
Reader Note: This content contains hot
romance with some scorching sex scenes
and adult language. Only for adult eyes!
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